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Abstract 

 

Many of us are aware of the existence of poverty and its impact on a country, but we often overlook the fact that the 

best way to combat such a negative phenomenon is to identify and address the root causes that generate it or at least 

to improve them. The authors aim, through this work, to conceptualize the economic phenomenon of poverty and 

define it in the context of the current economy. Through an extensive literature review, this article seeks to define the 

types of poverty, particularly in rural areas, and identify their defining characteristics in the current economy. Rural 

areas undergo transformation over time due to economic, social, and environmental factors, which is why addressing 

poverty in rural settings should be integrated and coordinated to tackle these causes and create opportunities for 

sustainable development in these areas. This economic phenomenon has always been a complex and persistent issue 

that requires significant efforts to address and ensure equal opportunities for development and prosperity for rural 

residents. The conceptualization of this phenomenon cannot be reduced to a single cause; it is the result of a 

combination of interrelated factors. As a result of interpreting the specialized works, we will identify the various 

perspectives through which this economic phenomenon is defined and the indicators used to measure it. 
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The purpose of this work is to 

conceptualize and define the types of poverty, 

rural areas, and to identify their defining 

characteristics in the context of the current 

economy. The concept of "rural" is a notion with 

varied definitions, lacking a universally accepted 

definition, significantly complicating efforts to 

compare different countries, including those 

within the European Union.  

Poverty has long been one of the most 

persistent and complex challenges facing human 

society. It is an enigma that has sparked the 

interest of researchers, philosophers, and 

policymakers throughout history.  

However, despite considerable efforts to 

understand and combat it, the enigma of poverty 

largely remains unresolved. In this work, we will 

investigate various aspects of poverty, from its 

definition and measurement to exploring the 

factors that contribute to the perpetuation of this 

phenomenon. 

  

MATERIAL AND METHOD 

 
This work is based on a literature review 

conducted through bibliographic research. The 
sources of information in the bibliographic 
research were represented by contemporary 

scientific publications, published in specialized 
national and international journals. By 
synthesizing data from multiple studies, we aim to 
conceptualize the typology, trends, and general 
patterns of poverty, with the goal of understanding 
the causes and identifying solutions to the social 
issue of poverty in the modern economy. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

In the context of addressing the economic 

and social phenomenon of poverty, defining rural 

areas can be associated with the specific 

characteristics and features of these areas that 

influence poverty. Rural areas are places where 

agricultural activities and other area-related 

activities take place, while non-agricultural 

activities occur in towns and cities (MLDPA, 

2016; Rusali M.A., 2013; JOHNSON T.G., 2001).  

The European Union has adopted the 

definition of rural areas according to the 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD), based on population 

density. The OECD uses a single indicator to 

distinguish rural settlements from urban ones, 

namely the number of inhabitants per square 

kilometer. Thus, rural settlements are considered 

those areas where the population density does not 


